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ABSMWACT

A system has been devised to fredict the neutron-induced activity
contribution to fallout exposure r.tes. The system uses the simplifying
assumptions of 1) a semi-empirical formula to determine the soil capture
fraction and 2) thermal neutron cross sections to represent weapon-neu-
tron cross sections. Results, using these assumptions, agree with those
of another complete system for predicting the neutro:L-induced activity
contribution to fallout exposure rates. In addition, results from
various portions of the system agree with results obtained by more com-
plicated methods.
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SUMýARY

In the general problem of predicting fallout exposure rates from
nuclear detonations is embedded the rroblem of predicting exposure
rates from neutron-induced activity in th.e fallout. Certain restric-
tions, engendered by computer limitations, were necessary in order
that the neutron-induced activity predictions be suitable for inclusion
in the solution to the general fallout problem. A system based on
weapon neutron spectra would require a computer program too extensive
for incorporation in the general program. Brevity, without undue
sacr'fice of accuracy, was a requisite. rthis requisite was satisfied
by assuming that weapon neutrons could be treated as thermal neutrons
and that a semi-empirical formula for thermal neutrons could be used
for the Durpose of making soil-capture fraction and isotropic-capture
fraction pr"'4ictions.

The following comparisons each showed excel-lent agreement in the
region of interest: a) a comparison of the thermal soil-capture fraction
predictions of this system and a Monte Carlo system using weapon-neutron
spectra; b) a comparison of the predictions cf the semi-empirical
formula used in this system with the so-called "exact" solution; and c)
a comparison of the exposure rates predicted by this system with those
predicted by an extensive classified system using weapon neutron spectra.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A particle activity module ' has been developed at USIIRDL to pre-
dict expcsure rates due to all fallout particles. The prediction
system discussed in this report was devised to predict only the neutron-
induced activity contribution to these fallout exposure rates. A com-
puter program has been written for the system by D. Hoffman of this
laboratory. ALn adant-d version of it has been included in the general
program.

R_!sidual nuclear radiation emitted subsequent to an airbrst
nuclear explosion is almost entirely due to radioactive fission products
present in the weapon residues. However, if a nuclear weapon is deton-
ated near a land surface, some of the neutrons released in the fission
process which escape the weapon will induce radioactivity in the soil.
If the point of detonation is sufficiently near the surface, the soil
will be vaporized with the weapon residues. Thus, fallout particles
formed as the fire ball condenses will contain neutron-induced activity
as well as fission-product activity.

Although the neutron- induced activity portion of fallout activity
is in general quite small, there are circumstances under which it may be
significant. It is for this reason, ar well as for completeness, that
the neutron-induced activity prediction system was incorxporated in the
fallout progrez.. However, in order to insure that the neutron program
would nut occupy a larger portion of the gencralized program than its
importance warranted, two major simplifying assumptions were made:
1) all neutrons are emitted at thermal energies; and 2) soil albedo
for thermal neutrons can be determined semi-empirically. The effects of
these simplifications will be amplified in the text; however, it is
appropriate to state here that soil albedo {(ratio of number of neutrons
leavring soil to number entering soil) has been found to be nearly inde-
pendent of incident neutron energy; and also that, since the soil is
volatilized and mixed in the fireball, the depth of neutron penetration
before capture is of no consequence (as it is for prediction sjstems
wherein the soil remains undistrubed*).

This report is arranged in such a manner that the reader is first
introduced to the rationale of the system. The resulting equations and
specifications of the required input quantities follow. An estimation

* See, for instance, Lessler and Guy2) and Holland and Gold
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of the value of each input quantity, based on available unclassified
information, is then made. The associated computer program and tabu-
lar inputs are relegated to the appendices.
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II. MT11OD

As has been noted, the neutron-induced activity program was designed
to be a part of the generalized land fallout rmodeil proguzwm. As such, the
form. of the output of the neutron program was restricted. At the point
in the general program where the neutron program was to be introduced,
it was required that the neutron program output be in the form:

(Di)to = (DI)cjing + (DOS) s in units of
of roentgens/hr per fission/cm , where the ex-
posure rates are those found at three feet
above an infinite plane uniformly contaminated
with induced activity. The contaminati.on den-
sity of the induced activity is expressed in
terms of fissio:is per square centimetir.

(DI)total is the final output of the neutron program. The general pro-
gram adds this quantity to the fission exposure rates and operates on
the sum to determine fallout exposure rates.

The history, of weapon neutrons from release to capture, and the
conversion of the capture products to induced-ar.tivity exposure rates
in the required form is traced in the follow-ing section.

A. Rationale

Each neutron per fission released in the nuclear process is accounted
for on the basis of its probable fate. The only possible fates are
assumed to be:

1. A neutron released by the fissioning of a weapon nucleus
is either captured by another weapon nucleus, or it is emitted by the
weapon.

2. If it is emitted by the weapon, it is either captured by
the weapon casing, in which event it is a potential contributor to fall-
out activity, or it esca_ the weapon.

3. If it escapes the weapon,, it is either captured in air and
lost*, or it is captured in soil.

4. If it is captured in soil, the soil is either not volatilized
and the neutron is lost, or the soil is volatilized and the neutron is
a potential contributor to fallout activity.

* The word "lost" here means that the neutron is no longer a possible

contributor to fallout activity.
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5. Those neutrons csptured in the weapon casing or in vola-
tilized soil are contributors to fallout activity if the daughter of
the capturing nucleus is radioactive (i.e., a ganme-rav emitter. Beta-
ray activity in not a part of this prediction system).

After finding the neutrons per fission captiured in the soil a•,d in
the weapon casing., the fraction captured by each isotopee of the soil and
casing must be determined. Following this determination., the neutron
captures per fission by a given is-'tope must be converted to roentgens
per hour per fission. per square centimeter for that isotope. Finally,
the total exposure rate (Dr)totaI is found by summing, over these isotopic
exposure rates.

B. Basic Equations

The basic equation for the induced-activity exposure rates due to
activity induced in soil isotopes will first be stated and then its
factors will be examined.

(D (for soil isotones) = Noe Q'_ (fe)iK.

-aere N neutrons Der fission emitted by the weapon
0

e = fraction of neutrons emitted which escape

0f = fraction of those entering soil which enter volatilized
soil (solid angle fraction)

(X = fraction of those emitted (escapin-g which are captured
in soil (soil capture fraction)

(f)i = fraction of those captured in volatilized soil which are
captured by the ith isotope of the soil (isotopic capture
fraction)

X = roentgens per hour due to jth isotope per ij isotxpe atomr de-
posited per cm2 . The exmosure rate b.ir• for a point at 3

ft above an infinite plane on which one nucleus of the ith
type is deposited per cm2. Note: K. is time dependent.

1

The first five ftctors simply determine how many neutrons per
fission are captured by the i t isotope. The final factor, Ki, t.hen
converts this to exposu-e rate in the appropriate form. The equivalent
equation fcr casing isoton-s is

(DI)i (for casing, isotcres) = N(:-e-7) (f19iKi

where (1-i-X)= casing capture fraction

-- hen the cT;- z i z -aýc'd to bc !-f' zuro t..c'-nz, the nun:•!er cmitted
is equai to the ,it-ber cz;_ainý. -ce ';cction C-:.



The basic equation for the total neutron- induced acti-vity contribu-

tion to fallout exposure rates is then

(Di )total = X (DI)i (summed over soil isctopes) +

+ P (DI)i (swumed over casing isotopes)
i

C. Estimation of input Values

1. T'eutrons E.titted per Fissicn, W .

(see 2. ). Sections 1.41- 1.6);

a) From 1.43, ".. .when a nucleus captures a neutron and suf-
fers fission f neutrons are released; let I be the
average nimber of neutrens lost....

b) From I.44, "For uraniim-235,, f is abcut 2.5, t ray oe
taken to be ro.! O.ly ....

Since it takes one neutron to cause a nucleus tv fission, there is
an overall excess of 2.5 - 1 = 1.5 neutrons per fission emitted by the
fission process. Therefore, for a pure fission wea-pon,
N = 1.5 fission neutrons Nte that this is overI excess and

o f issial
includes all of those neutrons released :n the last generation of fission
as well as the t = 0., neutrons per fission lost durinmg the thran reaction.

For a fission-fusion weapon, we use the fo1loing to estimte the
number of fusion neutrons emdtted per fission:

c) from l.66, 'F2 + 1i2 = He' + n + 3.2 ev

S+ 1,= H3 + 11' + 4.0 Meev

3 2 4 ii

}1+H =He + n + 17.6 Mev ....

or 5H 2-H1 + le + l!e4 + 2n + 24.8M ev.

This shows that two neutrons are released per 24.8 Sev
(fusion).

*The practice of using EW, or any other source of reliable unclassified
information, is maintained throagbout this report to deduce reascnable
input values. Naturally., the classified weapon data for a E:ecific
weapon are the correct input values to be used.

SNote that "lost" here means lost to the fission or fusion process.



d) Since 2.625 x 1025 Iev is equivalent to 1 kiloton,

2 neutrons 2.625 x !025 Mv 1024 fusion neutrons9.8 M'v - KT •,kictoU)Rt 2.2 X KT (fusion)

e) From 1.4 1. 1,45 x i123 fissions is equivalent to I 1T
(fission); and

0.5 1 neutrons lost
=) / -- 5 neutrons released

On ccmbtning c), d), e), and f), we find

ftu~sion neutrons • neutrons lost
OP fission /: 5 neutrons released

1 024 (fusion neutrons released)

2.12 x 10T (fusion)

1.45 x 102 3  fissions
KT (fission)

wx [KT(fusion)]J WF fusion neutrons
WX 3(fisio fisson

The tol-al number .-f neutrons emitted per fission by the weapon is then

fission neutrons VT fusion neutrons
0 -issio fission

1o provision has been made to calculate No from this formula in
th.e cotnter Drogran. o itself is the input quantity.

2. Casing Captar- Fraction, (I-e-FX).

In tIhe version of this prediction system incorporated in the gener-
alized I*a.d fallout model com-nuter er--razn, the casing capture fraction
has been omitted. The quantity usually reported in the classified lit-
erature is the number of neutrons escaping the casing. If this quantity
is used for i_, the casing capture fraction is automatically zero. Thus,
since ceopute? space is at a premium in the general program, the reten-
tiori of the ability to account for the casing effects may be unjustified.
However, , method for calculating casing captures has been retained in
the prcgra& x-reported here, since computer space is not at a premium and
saee estimation of the casing effects may prove desirable.

* That i.S, we assu• the ratio of neutrons "'ost" to neutrons released
for the fission-fusion case to be essentially that given by Section
I.•4 of I-W. High.er or lower fract-ins could be inserted at this
point as desired by a user.

6
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In the expression (I-e-X ), E is the integral inacroscopic crost
section and X is the effective casing, thickness, i.e.,

"iA .- IA- . inte-ral) or,

where o casing density

N A Avo',adro 's nur'lirei-

A = effective atomic weirht of casing elements

and '3 !ntprrlmt ea'nniro cross sertion

Effective casing thickness mreans the path length the neutrons
must travel in casing -aterials. The determination of this length re-
quires a thorough _,nowledize of all casinr parameters and of the angular
and energy distribution of neutrons incident on the internal face of the
casing. The determination of X must be made independently of this pre-
diction system. The same is true of a (integral), for, as noted in the
introduction, all neutrons are emitted at thermal enerlries in this pre-
diction system. Thus. the computer calculates

A. -P' A ;a (thermal), not E = p A• ri (intergral)

To correct for this, an adjusted effective casinr thickness,

XY (integral)-; (their,..al

is entered as input so that
If I
'x' = Tx

and the desired numnerical value is achieved. The computer requires as
input the casing density and fraction by wei.-tht of casing elements to
calculate T,. The neutrons per fission captured by the casing are
then treated in the same maner as those captured in soil, as will be

discussed, to arrive at the exposure rates from casinr.-induced nuclides.

To simplify the discussion in the balance of this report, no fiuxther
distinction wil l be ,-..Ic iet-ccn th' t.-:; "c". r -- fIte. -Ind re',;trons
escai'ing".



3. ouid Anx ni Fraction, .f

In Figure 1, h < < one capture mean free path for neutrons. From
the figure, it is seen that all neutrons emitted from the weapon in a
downward direction enter the soil. This is equivalent to stating that
the earth subtends a solid angle of a steradians and that air attenua-
tion is zero. For the heights of burst of significance both statements
are nearly exact.

Neutrons entering thi!r region ore lostof those emitted

BURST POINT

h Netrons entering this region enter soil
lox 41 of those emitted

SOIL OLATIUD SOIL

Fig. 1 B•UnT GEOMETRY

If we denote the solid angle subtended by the volatilization crater
as Q, and the ratio of the solid angle subtended by the crater to that
subtended by the earth as Qf, then this ratio (solid ang-le fracticn) is

f .-

Since. ;n Dioar coordinates, the crater solid angle can be expressed
as 0

o= max mQ ok sin Ied 9 = i (1-cos emx

8



and, as seen from the figure,

COS 0 max

we find,

h
•-f =7 C -

In order to determine '_ for a given height of burst, h (ft.), and
weapon yield, W (NT), we musJ determine the crater radius, CR (ft.), as
a f~ction of h and W. In order to find this function we again turn to
EiI) as a convenitn+- source of unclassified information:

a) from 6.08, -It has been estimated that for a 1-kiloton
nuclear burst near the surface, the diameter of the crater,
i.e., of the hole, will be about 130 feet in dry soil...."

b) From 6.09, "'... for an explosion of W -kilotons yield,oon
the surface, the diameter ... of the crater will be V timea
the v-alues cuoted above for a 1 kiloton burst."

c) From 2.117, ( ... R is the fireball radius in feet and W
is the explosion yield in kilotons.... ")

"R (at breakeway) for air burst - 110 WO1410

"The size of the fireball is not well defined in its later
stages, but as a rough approximation the maximum radius mvy
be taken to be about twice that at tsne time of breakaway....

d) Fron 6.11, "-As the height of burst increases, the dimensions
of the center vary in a rather complicated manner.... in
fact, for an appreciable crater to be formed, the height of
burst should be not more than about one-tenth of the raximum
fireball radius."

e) From 2.05, "...the fireball from a 1-megaton weapon ... in-
creases to a ma=ximum value of 7200 feet (across)."

Using a and b, we find

CR 065 at h = 0.

0



Now, if we use (from c above) R (at breakaway) for air burst 1 fw 4

and R (maxirnmu) - 2R (at hreakaway) and cr-rhinp these. wit.h C. 0 fcnr
h 2 3emaximum fireball radius (from d above), we find CR = 0 at

h 'x 2R (at breakaway)

=,,x 2 x 11•'

2Z,0.4

Solving h - 2,,o. for a 1-megaton burst, we find CR = 0 for
h ' 349 ft. and W = 1 11-7. Alternatively, if we use (from e above)

R (maxizum) = 7200 360 ft for w = 1 T,,

then C. == 0 at hb x 3600 360 ft. We wish now to test the effect
of assuming cube root scaling for height of burst. For a 1-megaton burst,

CR =O0at h = 306-= 360 ft.

Thus, h = 36W9is within a few percent of h = 220" at l-It. It
agrees exactly at about 1.6 1-2 and remains within F from 1 KT to 100
•r. Since all of the above information from ER-W is approximate, it
seems reasonable to use cube root scaling fcr height of burst, since its
use simplifies the calculations.

Since the crater radius decreases in a rather complicated (and
unknorn) manner as the height of burst increases, the simplest expression,
i.e., linear, was used to reelate crater radius to height of burst. Thus,

I I
6 h3

or, letting CR = CR/ and h = h/W,

c. = 65 - 1.6 -

RR

Inserting this re~sult into the expression for .fwe have

h r

= 1 - h(o 36)

./4.24 --h-2. 234 ~h + 41225

=0 Ch > 36)
10
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The computer input quantities are h (ft) and 11 (Kt). The general program
tests for Ii > 36; however, this program does not. The progrw,. should not
be used for h > 36.

4. Soil Capture Fraction, a

The neutron number albedo or reflection coefficient of soil may be
defined as

A = neutrons exiting soil/neutrons entering soil.

For an infinite medium, the neutrons are either captured or reflected;
therefore,

1 - A = neutrons captured in soil/neutrons entering soil.

The soil capture fraction, ac, is defined as,
a = ~neutrons captured in soil/neutrons emitted by the weapon

Using the geonetrj assaTed in Fig. 1, it is seen that
I

= neutrons entering soil/neutron emitted by the weapon;
therefore,

a K(1-A)

Halt.ern5) has derived a theoretical formula for the neutron number
albedo of the plane surface of an infinitely thick medium, given an
incident isotropic distribution of thermal neutrons. The formula may
be written

A 2- 2.31( s

assc s

where a * and a * are the respective thermal neutron scattering and
ca.ture css sections ofra given soil. Using Halpern's formula,

a (thermal) = I(1-A)

= 1.15- s

(assc S)

in order to determine the effeci of the simplifying assumptions on 6)
the soil capture fraction predictions, the Monte Carlo ;values of Big-ers6 "
were used to calculate soil capture fractions for each of 48 energy-range
groups. The r esults are_ shown in Table 1.

• The methods of calculating a and a are given in Section C.5.

11T



TABLE 1

SOIL CAPTUR FRACTIONS

(Biggers' Soil)

SRange

Enr mtr) 0-250 250-500 5CO-1000 >1000 a (E)
(Mev)

.0005 .118 .139 .159 - .120
(.90) (.09o) (.002) (.000) (.oio)

.001 .121 a32 .155 - .122
(.90) (.0o3) (.002) (.ooo) (.lcq)

.01 .116 .126 .107 .- 117
(.82) (.170) (.010) (.ooo) (.107)

0.1 .111 .116 .22 - .112
(.73) (.240) (.03-0) (.000) (.107)

1 .100 .111 .lO7 .o77 .103
(.58) (.30o) (.070) (.04O) (.280)

3 .151 .118 .102 .lo6 .126(.513) (.310) (.i6o) (.017) (.1263)

4 .138 .115 .116 .108 .127
(.51) (.310) (.i6o) (.020) (.1263)

6 .172 .129 .130 .123 .151
(.51) (.310) (.150) (.020) (.1264)

8 .193 .140 .128 .123 .166
(.53) (.280) (.160) (.030) (.0025)

10 .191 .i48 .131 .117 .168
(.54) (.270) (.160) (.030) (.0025)

12 .188 .141 .124 .0o4 .i63
(.54) (.270) (.170) (.030) (.0025)

14 .188 .133 .125 .126 .160
(.53) (.270) (.150) (.030) (.0025)

12



The entry without parentheses in each bin is the soil capture
fraction ct(R,E) for Biggers' soil for neutrons emittted at energy E and
entering the soil in the range R. The entr-y in parentheses is the ratio
of the nwaber of neutrons entering the sol! in the given energy-range
bin to the total number emitted at the given energy. These parenthetical
entries are used as range weighting factors, WR, to determine each a(E)
shown in the final column of the table. The entry with parentheses in
the a(E) column is the ratio of the number oa neutrons of the given
energy to the total number of n~trons emitted by a fission weapon (a
Watt fission spectrum was used) J. These parenthetical entries are used
as energy weighting factors, WE, to determine a (fission spectrum).
Thus,

a(E) = Z wR a(RE)
R

and

a (fission spectrtm) = F wE a(E).
E

The result is

a (fission spectrum) = .12D neutrons captured/neutron emitted.

When a (thermal) is calculated using the formula based on Halpern,
with the as and assc being calculated for the soil used by Biggers, the
result is

a (thermal) = .119

Thus the a (thermal) formula agrees with the calculaticms based on
Biggers' data. Further, an inspection of the a(E) column shows the
capture fraction to be highly insensitive to the energy of the emitted
neutron so that spectral differences should not affect the results.

Another investIgator, Rafalskij), reports the solution of the so
called "exact" equation for the reflection of a parallel beam of neu-
trons normally incident on an infinitely Thick wall.

The equation is

A (1 • - k) OW ()i-P 1

where r. and .. are the macroscopic total and scattering cross sections,
the function tp(p) is fotm-d from the integral equation

13
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Y c) 2Et
o Y + pi dy = n,'(-22

t(1-k?11' )
I ,,' - -- , JI

and the coefficient k Is found from the transcendental equation

zt
tanh k- =1

In Ap endix A, the sample output shows a soil for which a = .203,
7 = 9.16 and the resulting a = .170. When these cross sectxons are

JU in conjunction with the "exact" solution, a =.176 (graphical inter-

polation was used and the last figure is uncertain). In still another
Comparison ,using the cross sections Biggers reported for his soil )
_ -.. 14W ("exact"-interpolated) while, using the same cross sections

with the prediction system formutla, a = .140.

All intercomparisons in this section indicate that the simplifying
assumptions are quite justified for soil, and that the simple soil cap-
ture fraction formula used in this prediction system is acceptable.

The computer has been Drogranzed to compute a, a and a for a

given soil given the fraction by weight of each elemenscin thessoil, the
abundance of eachi isotope of the element, and the scattering and capture

cross sections of each isotope. The details are given in the following
section.

5. Isotopic Capture Fraction, (fc)i

Given that a neutron is captured in the soil, we wish to know the
probability that. it is captured by a given isotope of a given element
of that soil.

Let f. = number of atoms of ith isotope per atom of soil1

a. = thermal neutron capture cross section of ith isotope
1

Then, since c = thermal neutron capture cross section of soil (as
previously defined

U =Ef. a.
5 i I I

and, since (f = neutrons captured by i--th isotope per neutron captured

in soil (as previously defined),

14
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(Neutpn resonances in light nuclei (Z < 3D) ar almost completely
scattering'-J, and, since soil elements are nearly all in this category,
they are presumed to follow closely the 1i/v law; therefore, the relative
captures are proportional to thermal cross sections and no integral
cross section adjustment for weapon-spectrum energies need be used to
refine the isotopic capture fraction estimate.]

The vulues of f. are not generally available in the literature. The
fraction by weight of the ktkh element in a given soil (f ) is the
quantity usually reported. As a consequence, provision fal been made in
the computer program to convert this quantity to fi by the relationship

(f )l/A,

k

thwhere Ak = atomic weight of k:-h element
th

and f. = atoms of i:- isotope per atom of k.ik

Ith The program also obtains A., given fik and A,, atomic weight of
isotope of tki element by

A fik Aik
k I.

The computer inputs are ()k, fik and or. A tabulation of the

(f )k values of 18 elements in three soils is contained in Appendix B,
Table 1. The f. and oi values of the 53 isotopes of these elements
are contained in .- Appendix B, Table 2. Also contained in Table 2 are
the scattering cross sections of the isotopes, (a s)i, used as input
to calculate

Sze = f (a.

This is the soil scattering cross section used in the program to cal-
culate the soil capture fraction, a. The cross sections and isotopic
fractions are taken from BUL 3225t) and from the G. E. Chart of the
Nuclides9).

15
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6. Converlon to Exposure Rate* Ki

Referring back to the basic equation

S- Ne'. Op (fc), K1 9

the retaining quantity to be discussed is

K, [B/hr / neutron captured by la isotope/cm2 J

Yor each neutron captured by a nucleus of the 1- isotope, a
daghter nuclei is produced. We are concerned here vith radioactive
daugters, each of which has a chbseteristic decay scheme with its
on decay constant,

S[disintecrationsl
X, L sec. •

and ita own set of caracte-ristic gam-rays and their e4mstion ratios,

(y,.,~ (phtotna of j~b energy/disintegration of atom of i!:; isotOpe).

L.et It, [R/hr/photon of A energy per c e m

the convecion factor relating the gmmo-ray exposure rze at
3' above an infinite plane to the emission of me photon of the =-
energy per second from each squxre centimeter of that plane. Then

K ii- it7 f)?

where t is the time after capture (Time after capture is taken to be tim
after detonati-on).

Vpendix B, Tabe 2 contains one additionaL quantity, (T)., the
malf-life of the daujbtex of the iJ isotope. OLU is the quAinty
usmaljy reported in the literature. Provision has been de in the con-
puter prrax to convert it to X.i by

and to convert each Tt , in whatever standard time units it has been
reported (seconds, minutes, hours, days, years), to X in seconds.
Therefore t is entered in secuids.

16
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7he- decay qemes of the isotopes, 1iso taken frcm Reviews of
Mbde-r PhySfes,4cp yielded the (f 7 )i' for each isotope. They hre listed
ib ..1operA6it B, Table 3. The only noii-sta. lard quantity used in the con-
version was R. j. The calculations were made by S. C. Rainey of this
laboratory using the Gates end Eisenhaueril) build-up factors. They
aze also tabuiated in Appendix B, Table 3.

The inputs to the co.puter for the conversion are (TtI)j, t, and

J

*Private ciinication

17



III. DIS SICU AND C(CLWMIONS

We wish to distinguish between the internal accuracy of the predic-
tioa system and the overall accuracy. Thternal accuracy mns the accuracy
of the assumptions used in calculating ar(I), and 0. N zXp and K
are external calculatiocs, i.e., thWe data s AS in to "the sytem
and would be requirdd for any other system.

2he on internal part of ( is the use of o (therml) rather
than the -mknovn a (integral), Xi&h is variable, ;h only with weapon
neutron spectra, bUt vith depth in the soil. The evidence advanced to
verify the formula fora seens to indicate that the use of themal cross
sections is justified for the soil capture fraction; therefore, any
biasing in the soil capture fractions due to the use of thermal -ross
sections would appear to be considerably less than any biasing due to
errneo (fw)k values.

It my be noted that the htgh-croar section, trace elemnts Gd, S.,
and B have been included in the (r ) tabulations of Appendix B, Table 2.
To show the effect of their presence, we let

= neutrons producing radioactive nuclides
fission

then

active

mbere
;(fc)i the isotopic capture fractions suid over radioactivec iv dauters only

active

but me-PwPrg that

t= 1.155( o '
•c+ CF

anM
oifi

18



we can write 1.155 111I0~ E o' .

active'

(a 3C +0 SA o

The neutron-induced daughters of Gd, Sa4 and B isotopes are stable;
therefore, the summation over the active isotopes is affected by the
presence of these trace elements only to the extent that the isotopic
fraction of each active-daughter isotope is decreased by the inclusion
of Gd, Sm, and B in the soil. Since the elements appeaz in soil in
minute concentrations, the numerator is insensitive to their presence.
The same argument holds true for the assc in the denominator since
these trace elements have negligible scattering cross sections. Hovever,
the capture cross section a. does increase somewhat by their inclusion,
and a will go down roushly as (ors)2 increases (in general asee>> a).

To give a quantitative example -e use %s= .203 from the sample out-
put in Appendix A. This a vas calculated using the SM (Polan) soil
listed in n B, Table 1. For this soil the (f) of Gd = 0. Let
us asmine the true Gd content should have been that Yite for the
Earth's crust, Appendix B, Table i, (f .)G = 6.4 x 10 . To siupif4
the calculation we use the atomic velaiGand c7oss section of the ele-
ment, as taken from the Chart of the i;iuclidesO, rather than make the
calculations based upon the individual isotopes of the element. From
the chart then,

Atomic Weight of Gd, Ad = 157.25

and '4
nGd = 4.6 x 10 barns/atoms (therml cross sections)

A hand calculation shows E(fv)k/Ak = 7.2 x 10' for NiS (Polan).

Therefore, using Ad to get the atomic fraction, sGd'

f~d 1
k

6.4 x W 6/157.25

7.2 x 10-2

=5.65 x 16-7 atoms of Gd
sto1 of9 R (Pfla) soi

19



No, MS brn that

- .203 (wltUout od)

When Gd Is addedv ve have

a.-.203 + f~ eft

-. D3 + 5.65 x 1077 x 4.6 x 10o

- .203 + .02

-. 229 buns (wiLth Ga)3,

so thut the addition of 6.4i pa per W iflion (by weight) of Gad ineae~s
as by ave thn 1U%. The ratio of the P'. then is

- .6

md the ehange is mlnor.

UP, hovever, a soi1analy~ai Is only mode for elements having an
abunaence of a least '10" prts by veght, then as much as 10- •rz-
of Ga could be present ,ihu bigeP reathnf -83xO

a .203 + 8.83 x 10o6 x 4.6 x io6

= .2D3 + .o6

S.609 (with Gd)

and the ratio of the O's becomes

=.58

MUS, neglecting lo0 parts of Gd would result in a siicnt owe-
PMoetion of exposure rates.

20
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If, nowj we investigate changes in f as a function of changes in the
(f,)• values of the significant contributors to exposure rates of the
=1u.e outrut in Appendix A, we see that Na(Z-11) and Mn(Z-25) contribute

better than 95% of the exposure rate; therefore, the change In 13 is
nearly directly proportional to any change in the weight fractions of
these elements.

The weight fractions of the sigdificant contributors, like those of
the trace elements, are of course external to the system, and like No, EX,
and K, would be required by anWy cher syst-m, regardless of its sophisti-
cation.

With respect to the solid argle fractioq l should be correct for a
surface burst since no calculations using h, CR, and V are involved. The
greatest error in •wil be for low yield veapons detonated near the
mini height of• t. But, In this region, the per-cent error becomes
academic because the neutron-induced activity contribution to fallout
approaches zero as height of burst increases while the fission contribu-
tion rewins constant.

TD check the int•rnal accuracy of our systm, its output for given
conditions was checked against a similar, but more jboram., systm re-
ported In the classified literature by Iolan et Al. Polan's input was
the spectral distribution of neutron energies for each of six weapons
with varying fission-fusion ratios. The total mnmber of neutrons reported
as being emitted by each weapon was converted to N for use in our pre-
diction stem. All weapons were caseless and deAtted at surface zero,
thus e and w f were not Involved. The average of the ratios of the
predlctions for the six weapons shoed Polan's to be 0.8% higber, with
the madmm dIsere t showing Poln to be 2.7% higher.

Some of the elements included in our system were not Incbded in
Polan's and vice versa; therefore, to Insure that the agreement was not
wholly fortuitous, a hand calculatio was mode of a and a usi
Polan's soil composition. Fro these, the soil caAl~e fraction, a,
Vas calculated mnd compared with Polan's only reported capture fraction
for one soil and one weapon. ?be ratio of the capture fractions showed
Polan's to be i.4% higher.
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APPFNMIX A

Comuter Program

1. Equivalent Symols and Glosarzy
2. program

3. Sample Output
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Equivalent Symbole of Text and Program

(CyC)i SIGISC

(f ) P11(L)u k

fik FAI(I, r)
a i SIGI(I, L)

T HI,

F 0G (N.,I..L)

Rj fl(N, Is L)

ao SIGS

D, SDRL

u WYK

h HOB
x I2ICK

N 0  E[1W

h SCHiOB

'I F014

ac SIGC

aAL

cr SBCSIGSSC
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FORTRAN 3179 SYSTEM - INDUCED IMAINI FORTRAN+

C It JAN 66 3119 SYSTEM - INDUCED JONES I HOFFMAN

C GLOSSARY -
C ALR a NEUTRONS CAPTURED BY SOIL PER NEUTRON EMITTED
C EMITN a NEUTRONS EMITTED PER FISSION OF THE WEAPON
C FAIGI1LI - ATOMS OF ISOTOPE I OF L PER ATOM OF L
C FATILI a ATOMS OF L PER ATOM OF SOIL
C FOGIN9I.L) - PHOTONS OF A PARTICULAR ENERGY PER DISINTEGRATION
C FON a SOLID ANGLE FRACTION SUBTENDED BY VOLALITIZATION CRATER OF
C WEAPON
C FW(LI a THE FRACTION BY WEIGHT OF THE ELEMENT OCCURING IN THE
C SOIL OF INTFREST
C HLlI.•I • THE HALF-LIFE OF DAUGHTER ISOTOPE OF I OF L IN SECONDS.
C MIIPITES9 HOURS. DAYS. OR YEARS
C HOB a HEIGHT OF RIOST IFFETI
C ISO a ARRAY. THF 1014SER OF ISOTOPES PER ELEMENT OCCURING IN NATURE
C KEV19I.L) THE NmuMRER OF DIFFERENT PHOTON ENFRGIES EMITTED BY THE
C DAUGHTER PROfUCED BY THE ABSORPTION OF A NEUTRON BY THE ISOTOPE I
C OF THE ELEMPNT L
C LH(IIL) a AN INDEX pENOTING THE UNITS OF THF HALF-LIFE OF THE
C bAUGHTER OF I V Seci~~,34 ..
C LMAC v NUMBER OF ELEMENTS'(UP TO 201 IN cASING
C LMAX a NUMBER OF ELEMENTS (UP TO 20) IN SOIL.
C NA u ARRAY, THF ATODMIC MASS NUMRER OF THE ISOTOPE I OF THE ELEMENT L
C NZ v ARRAY, ATOMIC NUMBER OF THE ELEMENT
C RHlC - DENSITY OF CASING IN GM/CM*03
C RNY(4919L) - THF EXPOSURF RATE WHICH WOULD BE MEAS1RED AT 3 FT ABOVE
C AN INFINITE PLANE UNIFORMLY CONTAMINATFD WITH A SOURCE EMITTING
C ONE PHOTON OF A PARTICUL'-4 ENERGY PER CM**2 PER SEC.
C (IR/HR) / PHOTON / (CM*42-SECIP
C SCHOB a SCALED HE IGHT OF BURST
C SORLEJ) = R / HR / FISSION I CM042 AT TIME J
C SIGC a THERMAL ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION OF WEAPON CASING IBARNSI
C SIGIfI9LI a THF THERMAL NEUTRON ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION OF
C ISOTOPE I OF L IBARNS)
C SIGISC(I.Ll a THE THERMAL NEUTRON SCATTERING CROSS SECTION OF ISOTOPE
C I OF L (BARNS)
C SIGN a MACROSCOPIC ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION OF WEAPON CASING (CHO*-I5
C SIGS a THERMAL ARSORPT'ON CROSS SECTION OF SOIL (BARNS)
C SIGSSC a SCATTERING CROSS SFCTION OF SOIL FOR THERMAL NEUTRONS
C (BARNS)
C THICK - THICKNESS OF WEAPON CASING IN CM.
C WYK a WEAPON YIELD IN KT



FORTRAN INPUT CAM) LIST - Prograu Title - Induced Activity (p. 3. of 8)
LIST TITLE

CARD WORD COLS. FORMAT NMN4NIC UNITS
no.of

1 1 1-2 12 TIM times ?ur of ties aater burst

2 1 1-10 F10.0 T(1) sec r4m after burst

- - 21 Fll30 ---~ T-*'L )~__ _

- 4 AL- 3 -g -o T( _ _ _ _ _ _

- _ 1-0 V10•- -0 • ) _

Number of
....... I ...... MAC..~2. T1... .. J~.n. . casing elements L< 20)

-NOTES:i

IN-I

- -m - - - -lmm

- - - -
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do 0
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44)
0 4 0

to 0 E4
0.

4V

o to

Eld 0 0

014 1 1110 0 I'

0 6

IIC 0 11:'01
E41 00 04' I

0 g
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PORtI•T iuiL• CARD LIST

FORMAN IU CAM LIST - Progrm Title .Induced Activity (p.8 of 8)
LIST TIMl DOt4PAR (Final Card)

CAR W= COLS. FOROAT XNEMIC UNMS

1 1-10 P10.0 wK KT

-_ 2 .1-20 P10.0 HOB _t. _...... ....

-__ • •• •'Fo.o 0 Moc MIS_..

- 5 i150 P10.0 34 neutrons•/fision

NIOTES:

34
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DIMENSION T(1O19 NZt2O)9 NZCI2OI. 1%0(7019 FW(?OI. t4AIJO92019
2 A(1092019. kEVI1O.2019 FAIIIO*2019 SIGI(1O.2419 HLIIO.2019
3 L"41O.2Ob. SA(2O). FATIOls SFAII2019 FACfjO.?0I. XLAMIIO.97O1t

4. rRL(1097O). FOG(591092019 RNY('5,1O*2O). FOGRNYII§,2019
'5 flRi(1097019 DRCflrJ920. SWI-tiLto Stf'I0c1o St)KTUViiUI.
6 ORK110*2019 ORE(1O.?O. SDO(I1O). SDRFI1O)o
7 SIGISC(1O9701. SFAISCzO,)

KRD w5
KYR - 6
READ INPUT TAPE kRD. 109

READ INPUT TAPE KRD. 12,
I (TIJl. Jal. NTINFS1

KK aI
AC a O.

C STATEMFNTS 100 TO 260 ARE PFRFORMFO TVICF. THE FIRST TIME. EXPOSOIRE
C RA~TE FROM4 ACTIVATED) CLEMENTS OF THE SONS CASING IS CALCULATED,
C THE SECONDI TIME. EXPOSURF RATE DUF TO INDUICED ACTIVITY OF THE SOIL
C ELEM4ENTS IS CALCULATED.e

100 READ INPUT TAPE KRD. 10.
I1L1MAX
IF IKK-11 101. 101* 102

101 LMAC = L1AX

102 READ INPUT TAPE KRD. 14.
2 iHII-(t) 150(13. FW(L). tL-1 LKAXI

DO 103 1 -1I L14AX
IS a ISOM1)

101 READ INPUT TAPE KRD. 16.
1 INAII9L). KEV(I.Llg FAIII*L~e SIGIII*Ll. H1(.1L9.1 LHII9.L).
2 SIG!SC(IILlt 1=19 IS)

DO 104 1. - ItMLAX
IS -150(1)
DO 104 1 -19 IS
KE a (EVI1eL)

104 READ INPUT TAPE KRD. IS.
I (FOGtNtI.Llo RNYINPI.&Llo W=19 KF)

5165 = 0.
SIGSSC 0.O
SFWMAX = 0.
DO 120 1 1. INAX
SAIL) Oo0
IS =1ISOM)
"D 110 1=1. IS
Au119 NAi1Lot

110 SAIL) =SAILS +AEI9L)*FAI(*l.l
120 SFWMAX = SFWPAX + FWILI/SA!Ll

DO 1S0 L = It L0MAX
FATILI =FWgL)IISA(I)SFWIMAX)
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SFAI (LI -a
SFAISC40 0
IS 0 51
0O 140 1 a It Is
SFAESC(L) =SFAISCILI* FAIII&LIOSIGISCI.1--

140 SrAI(L) a SFAI (LI + FAIlt9L)0SI6l(I9LI
IF (KK-lI 141. 141. 149

141 AC a AC *FAT(LIOSACI)
149 SIGSSC SIGSSC +FAT4L)OSFAISC(LI
150 S!GS a SIGS + FATHIOSFANIL)

IF (KK-1) 151. S19 152
151 SIGC a SIGS
152 DO 200 L -. It 1AX

IS a ISO(L
DO 200 1 a 1, IS
FAC(1.LI - FATILI*FAIII*L).SIGIII*L)/SIGS
16 * LH(I*L)
60 TO (2009160*1709180919019 16

160 HLII.LI - NLII*L)060o
60 TO 200

170 HIIIOL) =HL(I.LI'03600 o
GO TO 200

180 HL(I*Ll - L(I*11006400a
GO TO 200

190 HL(,L91) a HL(IgLI431536000o
200 XLA1M(1*Ll - o693/HLII*L)

n0 201 J - 1t ?ITIMES
201 SORLIJ) = 0.0

00 260 J = 1. NT 174S
DO 240 L = I LIWAX
ORL(JoLi =e

IS = I011)
0O 270 1 1. 15
FOGRNY(I;LI 0.
KE = KFV(I.Lt
00 210 N =1I KE

210 FOGRUY(IsL) FOGRNY(IoLl FO6EN*I*Ll*RNYCN.I.LI
DRIU19l FAC(I.LleXLAMII.*LboFW4RNYqI.L,.EXPFg-XLANqI.L,.TgJ,,

220 DRL(J*L) - nRL(JoLl * 0111(1,11
IF (KK-I) 230. 2309 240

230 ORC(J*L) = nRL(JoLl

240 SOaLIJI SnRL(JI 4 1PRL(J*Ll
IF (KK-i) 250. 250# 7f.0

250 SDRC(J) = SDRL(J)
260 CONTINUE

GO TO 1270.2,10), (K

270 KK = 2
Go To 100

C RFDUCT;00 Of~ SOIL EXPOSURE RATE IS NOV MADE ACCORDING TO THE
C FRACTION OF NEUTRONS ESCAPING ABSORPTION RT THE BOBCASING*
C THE SOLID ANGLF FRACTION OF TIIE FIRFIIALL TOUCHING THE GRIOUND AT
C THE TIME OF HYDRODYNAMIC SEPARATI-IN# AND THE FRACTION OF
C NFIITRONS THAT REMAIN IN THE SOIL
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280 A18 a lol%%.SORTFfSIflS/(S:GjSSC * SIGSIl

READ INPUT- TAPE KRD, 10.

I NWEP

DO 330 M a 1, ?4WEP
READ INPUT TAPE KRDt 12.

1 WYK* H08. THICK* RHOC, EIITH

SCHOO "OA/WYK*'0.113333313
F014M l.-SCHOI3ISORTF(4.24*SCHOB#@*2-234.*SCHOR.4225.I
SIG-M - RHOCeoofOIesIGjC/AC
EMITC aEMITN0ExPF(-SIGm'THICK)
D0 300 J - 1. NTIMES
D0 290 L a. IMAX
ORKIJoLl a nRC(J*Ll*Ift4ITN-EMI1TC)

290 DRE(JvLl nq~fJ9L)*EMITC6FO1M.ALB
SORKIJ) SnRC(J)*IEMITN-EMITC)
SDRE(J) SflRL(jI0EMITCmVo#4*AL8

300 SDRTOTIj) a SflRK(J1 + SORFI.))

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE KYR. 30.
1 WYK* HOB, SCHOR9 THICK* AC. RHOC9 0MIT119 E14ITC9 SIGC9 S165.
2 SlGSSC9 Font £18

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE KYR. 32.
1 (T(i.)) j-l* NTIMES)

DO 310 L =. 1,L0AC

310 WRITE OUITPU2T TAPE KYR* 34,
1 NZC(i). tnRK(J*Llg .J1. NTIMESS

WRITF OUTPUT TAPE XTRo 16.
I fS0RKfJl. j=19 HTIMES)

WRITE OL#TPIST TAPE KTRv 389
1 (T(J). J=1. P4TI14ESS

DO 320 L = It LAAAX
VO) WRITE OIJT'UT TAPE KTRm 34.

WRITE 9XJY!PUT TAPF- KTR9 4fl.

1 fSDRFlIv)J=Is NTIMF~l

310 WRITE OUJTPUIT TAPE KTR, 42.
1 (SroRTOTI.)). .3=1 NTIMFS)

10 FORMAT 1I?.8X*FlOo0I
12 FORMAT (7Flnlo0)
14 FORM4AT uI2*15*E11.1I
16 FORMAT 1I3.t,.F9.5ql.V1.~tFIO.31I3,FlSoSI
IP FORM4AT IFlOeOtE10*01
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30 FORMAT £15141 1119 INnIuCED 11 17H YIELD) (KY) e FlO9,).
I 12H HOR (FEET) 9 FtlI.OvOX911HSCALEO NOR 9 Ful Il
2 7H CASINGs / 6X9 ISHTHICKNC!SS 'CMI) 9F6o295XsIHAVe AT. WY.
I F7*39 SX9 2OHAV* DENSITY 4GM/CC) o F6e3o /

439H NIINRER OF NEUTRONS EAITTFD PER FISSION* FS*2#
5 47H NUMRIR OF NEU1TRONS FSCAPING CASING PFR FISSION, F5*29

6 31H AVERAGE CAPTURE CROSS SECTIONS, / 6X9 9HOF CASINGeElOo3s
? / 6X97HOF SOILoE1Z.1,30H SOIL SCATTERING CROSS SE%'TION*EIO*39
a 122H SOLID ANGLE FRACTION oF6*49 / 73H SOIL CAPTURE FRACTION
9 F6,49, i/i/

32 FORMAT CIOX,'9HRIHR PFR FISSIONISOCM DUE TO THE CASING I
2 2SX9 12H TIM'E (SFC) /
1 12H ELEMFNT 121 9 5X9 1OF0o~ft /I

14 FORMAT 1179 l0x. lPIOFIO.1)
36 FORMAT (12HOCASING SUM * SXv IPJOElO.? //l
38 FORMAT 4/ISX9371hR/HR PER FISSION/SOCM DUF TO THE SOIL I

2 25X9 12H TIME'(SFC) /
I 12H ELEMENT Q!) s SX9 10F10.0 /I

40 FORMAT (12Hn SOIL SIJV * 5X9 PIPOE1Oe3 1
42 FORMAT (11WOCASING AfnD. /

2 12H SOIL StIMMED9 SI. 1PIOEMO3 I

CALL EXIT
END (0, 0, 0, 0, 01

38
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3179 INDUCED

YIELD IKTI 2.0
NOB (FEET) -0. "CALED HOB -0.
CASING

THICKNESS (CMI -U. AVe AT. WT. 36.415 AVo ULNSITY dGM/CCI !.000

NUMRF OF NEUTRONS EMITTED PER FISSION 1.00

NUMBER OF NEUTRONS ESCAPING CASING PER FISSION 1.00
AVERAGE CAPTURE CROSS SECTIONS

OF CASING 0.103E*O1
OF SOIL 0o203E-00

SOIL SCATTERING CROSS SECTION 0-916E+01
SOLID ANGLE FRACTION 1.0000
SOIL CAPTURE FRACTION 0.1700

R/IýR PER FISSIONISOCH DUE TO THE CASING

TIME (SECi

ELEMENT (Z) 3600. 4032.
26 0. 0.
13 0. 0.

CASING SUM Q. 0.

R/HR PER FISSION/SOCN DUE TO THE SOIL

TIME (SECI
ELEMENT (Q) 3600. 4032.

26 3.742E-17 3°742E-17
64 0. 0D
14 9o019E-16 8oT38E-16
19 1.038E-14 1*031E-14
13 2.52?E-19 2.889E-20
11 2.6?0F-13 2.65SE-13
22 2.247E-17 9*50'E-18

1 0. 0.

20 2.i96E-15 1.221E-15
17 8.986E-15 7.867E-15
62 0. 0.

25 6.713E-13 6-500E-13
12 Zo256E-15 1.334E-15
5 0. 00

23 0. 0.
24 1.442E-18 l.442E-18
15 0. 0.

a 0. 0.

SOIL SUM 9.631E-13 9*372E-13

CASING AND
SOIL SUMMED 9.631E-13 9.372E-13

-30,
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Table 2 Isotope Captuw. PWrmtera
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TABIE I

Elemental Soil COqP08s2tion

Earth'a NTs* T
crust (Jones) (poienl))

Element Z Weight Weight Weight
Fraction Fraction Fraction

vfwk výbk (fw)

Ii 1 1.4ixid - 0 2.639x102
B 5 -.xd6 1.xd,

0 8 1..66xi01' 5.0032101 5WxlCr

Ns .8-x0ý 2  ]34d-2 1;'9xl0- 3

Ng 12 2.09z10- 4.ml- 2.09z10-
Al 313 -.3x 2 7. -2 -.x63

-1-1 -1
si. 14 2.772xlO" 2.7561 2.772i10
p 1L5 i.i8E,6o3 0 ,.jLxi-3

C1. 17 3.1i~1M0 0 3.1ihx10-

K 1L9 2.593x12 2.96id10 2.59x10'
-2 -2 -2CIL 20 .63,cid 8.663di6 3.63x10

V 23 1.54ad-4 0 0

Cr 21. 2.0jc10 0 2.OadO4

a 253.0d0O 5.WOil

Fe 26 5.ozOx~ 1J.2xE10 5.~ox-2

so 62 6.5xid0 6.5x106 0

Gd 61 6.4#xi~o- 6.1.xiO6 0

M IIifled by the author fron reference 2.
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2AL 2

Isotope captur Parmeters,' 879)

,ik a i (TI ( sc)i
isotope Elemental Absorpti r sat.

Fraction Cross Section Half-Life Cross Sect.
(barns) (barns)

11.99985 .33 19
H 2 .00015 AM05 12.26y 19

B 10 .1978 3840o 1030 s i

B n .80eA .05 .03-

0 16 1.ooo .0002 10302 .2

Na 23 1.000o .53 15h

Mg 21 .7870 .03 1030s 3.6

g 25 .1013 .27 10^0 3.6

g 26 .1117 .03 9.5. 3.6

Al 27 1.0000 .23 2.3a 1.4

81 28 .92M .08 1o3D 1.7

Si 29 .ofqo .28 10w.8 1.7

Si 3D .0309 .11 2.6& 1.7

P 31 1.0000 .19 5-.- 35

Cl 35 .7553 uI.i 3.08&i0oy 16

C1 3r A4u7 %565 3156.1

o3s means the daughter is stable.
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TRB 2 (Cont.)

fik a (TI), (Oad i
Isotope Elemental Absorption Daughter Scat.

Fraction Cross Section Half-Life Crose Sect.
(barns) (barns)

'K 39 .9310 2.2 1.3x12 y 1.5

K 0 .0002 70 1O306 1.5

K 41 .oGW i.1 12.4h 1.5

Ca 10 .96W .2 1O3D 3.2

Ca 42 .O064 40 10 3 0 s 3.2

Ca 44 .0206 .7 l5a 3.2

Ca 48 .0018 1.1 8.5w 3.2

TiL 6 .0793 .6 10301 4
T-,( .o(2a 1.7 1o30s

Ti 48 .7394 8.0 o3

Ti 4q- .0551 1.9 10304

Ti 50 .0534 .14 5.8 4

V 50 .0024 130 1o308 5

V 51 .9W(6 14.9 3.76m 5

Cr 50 .0431 17.0 27.8d 3

Cr 52 .8316 .8 1o302 3

Cr 53 .0955 18 10308 3

Cr 14 .0238 .38 3.6. 3

HI 55 1.0000 13.3 2.58h 2.3

13
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2ADM 2 (Coat.)

fI a' oI (TI')I (Use),
isotope EmOVAtal Abscoption Daughterb Scat.

Fraction Cross Section Half-Life Croa Sect.(wm,) (bm=•)

e54 .o05W 2.9 2.96Y 11
re 56 .9166 2.7 o3 0 8 11
Fe57 .O-19 2.5 1030o 1

Fe 58 .0033 1.1 1e6d

Gin Ihk .0316 2 400d 0

O. 1i7 .157 87! 1o30 0
SI 118 .1121 0 1030 0

an 149 .138 h0800 10302 0

n15o .mAM 0 10o30 0

On 152 .2663 221& 4Th 0

5. 154 .2253 5.5 2hm o

Gd 152 .00 025 230d 0

Gd 154 .0215 0 10308 0

Od 155 .1473 61oo 10308 0

Gd 1% .247 0 10o°. 0

Gd 157( .1568 2W=00 10308 0
Gd 158 .2W It8 18.Cb 0
Gd 6o .2190 .8 36. 0

44



TABIF 3
Exposure Rate Paramters

Paren't Photon Photon per R ju

Isotope Energy Disintegration & ec
(meir) (x0 6

'H 1 0 0 0

H2 0 0 0

BlO 0 0 0

B U 4.43 .026 15.13

B 11 3.22 .013 12.00

o16 o o o

Na 23 2.75 1.000 10.70

Na 23 1.31 1.000 6.40

i240 0 C

it 25 0 0 0
it 26 1.01.5 .3o 5.05

mg 26 .&13 .700 4.33

Al 2? 1.78 1.000 7.75

Si 28 0 o 0
Si 29 0 0 0

Si 30 1.26k .our 6.0

P 31 0 0 0

45



SEX 3 (Cont.)

hprent Photon "hotons per
Isotope ---w , DUsntgrton 4t72.(mmr (Od-6)

CL35 0 0 0
Cl 37 2.16 .47o 8.92
cl 37 1.59 .310 7.14

K 39 1.46 ..uo 6.70
r ho 0 0 0
[ 41 1.53 .wo 6.95

ca h0 0 0 0
Ca 42 0 0 0

ca 4'4 0 0 0

ca 1.8 4.68 .006 15.76
ca 48 4.C5 .010 14.1o
Ca 1.8 3.10 .890 u.68

I 1 a6 0 o 0

Ti 47 0 0 0

T1.i'8 0 0 0

Ti 49 0 0 0

Ti 50 .928 .0o2 4.68

Ti 50 .605 .013 3.23

Ti 50 .33 .-9 5 .I75

v 50 0 0 0

v 51 1..433 1.ooo 6.62

16
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(f 7 ) ii R

Parent Photon Photons per 2

Isotope Energy Disintegratlon at sec
(1ev) (xO)

Cr 50 .323 .090 1.75

Cr 52 0 0 0

cr 53 0 0 0

cr 51  0 0 0

MI 55 2.98 .005 1.311

m1 55 2.65 .018 10.40

)4a 55 2.13 .195 8.84

14n 55 1.81 .282 7.8
Un 55 .845 .7 4.55

Fe5 5 0 0 0

Fe5 6  0 0 0

Fe57 0 0 0

re 58 1.289 .430 6.i0

Fe 58 1.191 .030 5.77

Fe 58 1.098 .570 5.38

Sm11A4 0 0 0

Su 70 0 0

Sm 1118 0 0 0

Sm .49 0 0 0

Su150 0 0 0

S3152 0 0 0

Sm140 0 0

47
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TARM 3 (Coat.)

(r ,,) i R
Pn Photootons per

isoope Znv Disintegration 6a-e
(MY) (X-oec

G 152 0 0 0

Od 15I4 0 0 0

Od 155 0 0 0

Gd 156 0 0 0

Gd 157 0 0 0

Gd 158 0 0 0

ad i6 o 0 0

--8
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